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"The ultimate gift for the girl who always has everything". Lolitas brings a fun, no strings attached,
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others, such as matt "dracula" drago of holladay hills, a local developer who has built a pair of
subdivisions in boulder, said he thinks the lolitas' small size and lack of modern amenities - such as a

grocery store - make them a challenge for most locals.. "it's a mom and pop type of thing. i don't
know if they really are going to be the kind of place that people want to buy their groceries from,"
drago said. the owners, gary and donna sharons, were not available for comment. cook, who owns

lolitas with clapp, said he's also excited about the potential for the store. "a lot of people have been
asking us to open another grocery store. there's a demand for it," he said. lolitas is the latest

addition to the growing list of businesses in boulder's burgeoning downtown area that are being sold.
last week, tj maxx closed its location on pearl street. a handful of other businesses have closed in

the past few months. lebanese restaurant moujouna closed in september, and tanger outlet centers
plans to vacate its storefront at 1738 pearl st. in january. cook said the sharons are planning to

expand lolitas, but didn't provide details. "we're not sure what it will be yet," he said. "we do plan to
expand. we have three employees right now, and we'll probably have more." the store's current

employees include bo, trish and their two sons, ages 16 and 18. cook said that he doesn't know what
the sharons' plans are for lolitas, although he said that he can't imagine them letting lolitas go
without a fight. "they're a really nice guy and they're good owners, and they're well-liked in the

community," he said. "they'll be fine." 5ec8ef588b
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